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1 Introduction 

The odd-e~en staggering (OES) of separation energies and ionization po_
tentials (IP) observed in metal clusters (see, for example,[1-9]) i~ an un
explained experimental fact that can reveal new information about the 
elect~on correlations in metal clusters ·not obtainable from experiments . 

. r•· 
on bulk metals. The most complete experimental data for IP in sodium 
dusters [9] show that the strong OES takes place fo;r the disti~ct regions 
N = 21 - 38,43 - 51,59 - 68 and 95-108, where. N is the number :~f 
atoms in a cluster (for sodium clus~ers N = Ne,where Ne is' the ~~~her 
of valence electrons). The value of OES is about 0:2 eVfor small dusters 
and 0.1 eV for lage~ cluste~s (N ~ 59 - 68 and 95-108): On the ot~er 
hand, there ~re regions (for example, N = 51 - 58 and 71:-92) wlier~ the 

' .• !• . ' •• 

OES is practically absent. The OES is also observed in small l~thium [8], 
potassium [2,10], silver [11] and aluminum [12] clusters. • . 

Possible ways of explanation of the OES are now inten~iv~ly _discussed 
, ' . ,' . , 'l 

[13-21]. It has been shown [14,15] that the quadrupole deformation of 
J • • , ' ' • • 

metal clusters with open shells leads to strong fluctuations in the IP and 
' ' :·' :.,;..:;· '- ·, 

can explain, to a large extent, the behavior of the IP in size regions· with 
N = 4 - 20, 34 :._, 40 and 59-68. Deformations effect~ seem to be m~st 

; . • -·~ ·.· ·--,•,,i· '" ' 

important for the description of the IP. However, a very regular charac-
, : • • • I 

ter of the OES in some size regions initiates consideration of addi~ional 
physical effects which_ could be responsible for the OES. In this sense, 
the pairing between valence _ electrons ( creation of Cooper pairs .of va
lence electrons with mo_ment L = 0) as a possible origin ()fa regular.,OES 
seems to be ra_th~r attractive. This point is based on the: an.alogy with 
atomic nuclei w~ere just pairing of nucleons (which can beconsidered 
as counterparts of valence electrons in metal clusters). is respo11$ible for 
. ' . ,,, ) '-• 

~he regular OES in binding energies of nuclei [22]. The pairing and S?me 
other effects with similar. consequences have been investigated for metal 

I • . ., . • • 

clusters in.papers [13,16'"19]: In (16] the "pairing" OES term (-l)N f(N) 
in the IP of. sodium clusters, caused by spin degrees of freedom, was 
considered in the framework of the simple electron gas ~odel and the 

I • 

electron spin-density functional model in the spherical jellium. approxi-



mation. The comparison with experimental data [9] shows that this term 

· underestimates considerably the OES effects and does not explain the 
absence ~f the OES in N = 51 - 58 and N = 71 - 92 size regions. In 
[17] the pairing in aluminum a~d sodium dusters was considered within 
the BCS method. For sodium clusters, the typical value 0.2 eV of the 
OES was proposed. However, as is shown in the present paper below, 
only a weak pairing is reasonable for sodium clusters and, as a result, the 

use of the BCS is not correct. A pairing origin of the· OES in potassium 
,clusters was studied in the framework of the seniority scheme in [18]. The 
calcul~tioi{s are in ii.greement with experimental data but in this paper 
only a group of small clusters was considered wher~ the oJ<js is rather 
strong. Other cluster regions, where the OES -is small ~r absent were not 

~tudied. The OES was also discussed in [13] (Jchematic,rnodel, influence 
of temperature) and in [19] (shell-m~del calculations for small sodi~ 
clusters). I.t should be noted that in [13,i'6-19] an important influence of 
qu
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adrupole deformati~n on the OES was not taken into account while, 
·vice yersa, in [14,15] the pairing effects were omitted. 

The studies mentioned above provide a valuable information about fea
tu'.res cif the OES in metal 'clusters. However, as has ~een' shown above, 
these studies are not sufficient to be sure that we really n~ed the pairing 
for the description of the IP. A comprehensive study of this prnblem for 
sodium clusters is the aim of the present paper. As compared to the 
previous investigations [13-19] our study has three important features: 
- 1) Both deformation and pairing effects are taken into account simulta
neously. 'Particularly, competition between deformation and pairing (well 
known in atomic nuclei [22]) is taken into account. Calculations of clus
ter deformation are performed within the shell correct,ion method [23,24] 
firstly developed in nuclear physics and adapted recently to alkali clusters 
~1~~- ' 

- 2) It is unknown from the very beginning how strong pairing could be 
in clusters. Moreover, as is shown below, in sodium clusters only a weak 
pairing can exist. This makes the use of the BCS for the description of 
pairing in clusters to be very doubtful. Indeed, it is well known that the 
BCS gap equation has no solutions if the pairing strength constant is'less 
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than some critical value [22]. The BCS does not conserve the particle 

number N, which leads to the appearance of t::..N fluctuations. The BCS 

accuracy is of an order of !:l.N / N ~ vN that is not enough for small 
systems. So, the BCS has serious shortcomings which do not take place 
for a bulk but are crucial for the description of pairing in small clusters 
with a limited number of valence electrons. To overcome this trouble, 

' ' 

we use here the particle-number projecting method, the so-called FBCS, 

which provides a good accuracy of calculations irrespective of the mag-: 
nitude of pairing strength. It worth noting that this method is of quite 
general character and can be used for different metal clusters including 
the clusters that are superconductors in a bul_k. 

-- 3) A wide region 20 ~ N -~ 80 of sodium clusters is considered, which 
covers groups of clusters both with and without the OES. 

Bulk sodium is not the superconductor. In this sense, the clusters 
of metals which are superconducting in a bulk (for example, aluminum) 
seem to be more promising to look for the pairing. Nevertheless, we 
investigate here the sodium clusters since just for these clusters there are 
most complete experimental data on the IP [9] and most wide calculations 

of the shape deformations [21,25]. Sodium clusters seem to be the best 
polygon to check the method proposed here for caJculation of the IP. 

We will not consider here a possible o~igin of electron pairing in sodium 
clusters. Since bulk sodium is not superconducting, the possible pairing 
in sodium clusters could have a specific origin connected, maybe, with a 

small size of a system (some surface effects, etc.). Residual correiations 
between valence electrons in clusters can include a.n attractive short-range 
component which, in turn, can lead to effects like pairing. In the present 
paper, the existence of electron pairing in sodium cluster~ is taken as 
some ansatz. 

Temperature effects are neglected in the present calculations. The 

typical temperature of sodium clusters is 300-500 K which corresponds 
to the thermal energy 0.03-0.05 eV. This thermal energy is inuch smaller 
than the deformation energy and the pairing correlation energy (see Sec. 
3) and, as a result, should not influence noticeably the results obtained. 
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2 Method of calculations 

2.1 BCS and FBCS methods 

We start from the model Hamiltonian of the form 

H. = I>s(a;as + aias)- GLa;ata,at. 
s s. 

(1) 

The first term in (1) is thE: energy of an electron system in the inde
pendent particle ~ode] (IPM). This term is written as a sum of single-
particle energies of noninteracting valen~e electrons moving in some mean 
field. The second term represents a constant pairing interaction between 
valence electrons. We will consider a singlet pa.iring which couples elec

trons occupied single-particle states s and s (time reversal ~ounterpart 
of states) to the Cooper pair with zero total moment. In (1), a"t and as 
are the creation and annihilation operators of the single-particle state s 

with the energy es, G is the strength constant of the pairing interaction. 
It is well known that in the BCS the gap equation has solutions only 

in the case of sufficiently strong pairing when the strength constant G 

is much larger than Ger, the critical value corresponding to th,e phase 
transition from the superfluid state to the normal state [22]. The. closer 
the value G to Ger, the worse the accuracy of the BCS ~ tlN/N. In 
this sense, the ratio G/Ger ~an serve as a measure of the validity of the 
BCS. Usually, we have G/Ger $ 1 when a single particle spectrum is 
rarefied in the vicinity of the Fermi~]evel or single particle states contain 
one or several unpaired particles (the blocking effect). Both these cases 
take place here. Indeed, the rough estimation [13] of the pairing energy 
gap t1 gives t1 ~ 1 / N e V that is smaller than a typical value of energy 
spacing between single-particle levels in the vicinity of the Fermi-level 
in sodium clusters with open shells. As a result, _the electron pairing 

in sodium clusters is expected to be weak. This is especially the case 
for odd-N clusters where the blocking effect takes place due to the odd 
electron. So, for investigation of pairing in sodium clusters, one needs a 
more correct method than the BCS. We will use for this aim the FBCS 
method where the· BCS wave functions are projected onto states with the 
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fixed particle number. In contrast with the BCS, the FBCS leads to the_ 
energy gain at any, even very small, value of G. 

The FBCS was firstly suggested in [26,27] and since that time many 
versions of this method have appeared. In this work, we use the ver
sion which was elaborated in [28] and presented in detail in [29]. This 
version has the advantage that it allows one to represent quantities un
der computation in the form of series of small values /Jp = vp/up < 1 

· or fJ-;;1 = uh/vh < 1 (where p and h label single-particle states above 
(p > F(Ne)) and below (h $ F(Ne)) the Fermi level F(Ne)) and thus to 
avoid time consuming calculations. The Bogoliubov coefficients Ui and Vi 

are determined for each state i by the variational method ( variation after 
projection) when the tota:J energy of a system is minimized using these 
coefficients as variable parameters. 

Following [28,29], the projected BCS wave function of the ground state 
of Ne-even cluster can be written as a superposition of particle-hole ex
citations: 

where 

lllI(Ne)) = [T(Ne)i-112 t +,iP(Ne)+]k[Q(Ne)]klwo(Ne)) . (2) 
. k=O (k.) ' 

A + '"" + + P(Ne) = L- {Jpap ap, 
p>f(N.) 

Q(Ne) = L /3-;: 1ahah, 
h$F(N.) 

ap and ah are the operators of creation and annihilation of the particle 
in the state s (in the spherical basis ls)=lnljm) ); n = Ens = N /2 is 
the number of pairs where n8 runs from zero up to 0 8 ; 0 8 is the pair 
degeneracy of the level s: In spherical clusters, 0 8 = 2l + 1. In axially 
deformed clusters, n, = 1 and 2 for A = 0 and A =I- O,_ respectively. 
lllio(Ne)) is the ground state of the system without pairing, i.e., in the 
framework of the IPM. In this approximation, electrons occupy all the 
levels up to F(Ne)). The normalization factor T(Ne) in (2) has the form 

n 

T_(Ne) = 1 + L A(Ne)Qk(Ne)i (3) 
k,,;,1 
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where P(Ne) and Q(Ne) are symmetric polynomials: 

( ) ~ 2 2 2 A Ne = ~ f3pJ3P2 • • • /3Pl' 

F(N.)<P1 <p2, .. <p1 

(4) 

Q1c(Ne) = I: /3 -213-2 p-2 
h1 h2 • • • h1 • 

h1 <h2 .. ,<h1'5:F(N,) 

Expression (2) corresponds to the case when the last occupied level is 

completely filled (ns = n.). If the last level is partly filled (ns ~ Os), the 
foregoing ~ompletely filled level should be used as F(Ne), In this case, 
the ground state FBCS wave function is written as 

n-n, 

lll!(Ne)) = [T(Ne)J-112 L k'(k 
1 

)'[P(Ne)+]k[Q(Ne)]k+n,1wo(Ne)). 
k 

• + ns. 
=0 

(5) 
States containing unpaired electrons are created by acting by appropriate 
a; - or as - operators on a ground state wave function. , 

Expression for the binding energy of the even-Ne system is 

E(Ne) = 2 L ( Cs - ~ )flsv;[Ne - 2]s - G L flsfltttsVsUtVt[Ne - 2]st (6) 
sft 

where the correcting functions 

[N. _ 2] = ((ll!(Ne - 2)sl'11(Ne - 2)s) 
e 

8 T(Ne) 

and 

[N. _ 2] = (w(Ne - 2)stl'11(Ne - 2)st) 
e st T(Ne) ' 

arise due to the particle-number projecting. IIJl(Ne - 2)8 ) and I\Jl(Ne - 2)st) 
(sf. t) are the wave functions with Ne - 2 paired and two unpaired elec-
trons. The lower indices indicate energy levels occupied by ·unpaired 
electrons. 

The wave function of the odd-(Ne + 1) system with one unpaired elec
tron on the single-particle level f is written as ajlll!(Ne)}. The expression 
for the binding energy of a such system has the form 

6 

. G 
E1(Ne + 1) =el+ 2(01 - l)e1vj[Ne - 2]1 + 2 L (es - 2 )Osv;[Ne - 2]1s 

sf.! 

(7) 

-G L fl 8 fltU 8V8 UtVt[Ne - 2]J.,t - 2G(Oj - l)UJVJ L Ojttjvi[Ne - 2]iJ 
sft;s,tf.f • if! 

Without the particle-number, the correcting factors in (6) and (7) a.re 
absent and these expressions have the same form as in the BCS. 

The gain in the total energy of the system due to the pairing interaction 
is determined by the pa.iring correlation energy: 

Ecorr = E(Nc; G = 0) - E(Ne; G f. 0) (8) 

where E(Ne; G f. 0) and E(Ne; G = 0) are energies of the system (see 
exps. (6) and (7)) with and without pa.iring. 

2.2 Equilibrium deformations and pairing 

Single-particle energies were calculated with the Woods-Saxon potential 
with the parameters or radius, depth and diffuseness from ref. [30]. Pa
ra.meters of axial deformations a, a 3 a 4 a 5 and a 6 were found for each 
sodium cluster by the shell correction :method [21,25]. As our calculations 
show, the shapes of singly charged ( z = + 1) and neutral clusters with 

the same number of a.toms coincide with good accuracy. This can be 
explained by the fact that single-particle potentials of charged ( z = + 1) 
and neutral clusters differ from ea.ch other mainly by . their depth ( the 
depth of the potential wall of a charged cluster is l~rger [31,321). On the 
other hand, the shell corrections determin.ing the shape of duster are not 
very sensitive to the potential depth. 

It is known that pairing tends to couple particles in pairs with the total 
angular momentum I = 0. Such a coupling proves to be more effective 
in spherical systems than in deformed ones. As a result, pairing forces 
tend to restore the spherical symmetry, thus decreasing the deformation 
of clusters with ope1i shells. One can estimate the value of Gunder which 
the deformation of a cluster dies out. This effect is demonstrated in Fig.I 
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where the total energy of a system, calculated.within the shell correction 
method taking into account pairing, is presented. Our calculations show 
that pairing destroys deformation of sodium clusters at g0 > 1.4 eV but 
does not change the values of equilibrium deformation parameters at 
go = 0.8 and LO eV used in the present work. This is not surprising: as is 
seen from Fig.2, the pairing correlation energy (8) at g0 = 1.0 cV is much 
smaller than the deformation energy Edef(N,,) = E(Ne, {a} )-E(Ne, {a= 
O}) (see also discussion in Sect.3). 

2.3 Ionization potential 

Ionization potential is defined as 

JP(Ne) = E(Ne -1,RN)+l - E(Ne,RN) (9) 

where E(Ne, RN) is the binding energy of Ne valence electrons in the 
cluster with N atoms; RN = r;N1l3

, rs is the Wigner-Seitz radius, the 
upper index in (9) labels the charge of the cluster. 

We calculated the binding energy of the charged cluster (z == +l) as 
a sum of binding energy of the neutral cluster with the same Ne and N 
and of the Coulomb term 

E(Ne -1,RN)+I := E(Ne -1,RN) + Ecou/ (10) 

where the charge z = + l is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the 
surface of the cluster [33]: 

E ·= z2 {1 - _!_ '°' (.\2 + 3.\- 5)10:Al2} - (11) 
coul 2RN 47f L..., (2A + 1) 

A 

Expression (10) is based on the assumption that single-particle levels 
of the ionized cluster differ from the single-particle levels of the corre
sponding neutral cluster by nearly constant energy shift, Our arialysis of 
single-particle schemes [31] calculated within the Kohn-Sham prescription 
supports this assumption. 

To simplify the calculations, it is convenient to rewrite exp.· (9) as 
follows: 

I P(Ne) = I P1PM(Ne) + 6Ecorr(Ne) 

8 

(12) 

'1 
•'~ 

l 
·} 

where I P1PM(Ne) is calculated within the IPM (without the pairing but_ 
with the Coulomb contribution). The pairing contributio:n 6Ecorr(Ne) has 
the form: 

6Ecorr(Ne) = Ecorr(Ne - 1) - Ecorr(Ne) (13) 

where Ecorr(Ne) is given by exp. (8). Due to the blocking effect 6Ecorr(Ne) > 
0 or < 0 for even or odd Ne, respectiyely. 

3 Results of calculations and discussion 

The results of our calculations are presented in Figs. 1-3. In the calcula
tions the pairing strength constant G = Yo/ N with Yo = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.4 
eV was used. 

Fig.3 shows the IP, as measured by Persson [9], compared to the FBCS 
and 1PM results. Both the FBSC and IPM calculations take into account 
the cluster axial deformations with the parameters o:, o:3 0:4 o:5 and o:6 
[21,25]. It is seen that· the average value of the IP is described rather 
well though some underestimation of the IP takes place. The IPM re
sults demonstrate fluctuations in the IP, caused purely by deformation 
effects. For most sizes regions these fluctuations do not reproduce a 
regulru: character of the experimental OES: Moreover, the IPM results 
exhibit the so-called quartets ( the upslopirig straight lines consisting of 
four points) which are absent in the experimental data. Until recently, 
these quartets were thought to be connected with fourfold degeneracy of 
the single-particle levels with A =I- 0 (see, e.g., discussion in [21]). The 
fourfold degeneracy should be destroyed in clusters with triaxial defor
mation. However, recent calculations [34,35] have shown that triaxiality 
does not remove quartets. So, other physical reasons should be looked 
for to destroy the quartets and, as is shown below, pairing could be one 
of them. 

The FBCS results; where both pairing and deformation effects are 
taken into account, are presented at y0 = 0.8 and 1.0 eV. The value 
Yo = 0.8 eV seems to be most appropriate. Then, in accordance with 
experiinental data, the FBCS provides tlie regular OES of the reasonable 
amplitude in the size-regions N ~ 23 _;_ 26, 35-38, 47-50 and 58-72 and 
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destroys the quartets in large extent. On the other hand, the pairing leads 

to the OES in the size regions where the staggering is not observed at all 
(N = 38 - 40,51 - 58). The results with g0 = 1.0 eV, presented in the 

same figure, show that even rather moderate increasing of pairing leads 
to considerable overestimation of the OES. However, if the temperature 
of clusters is taken into account, the calculated OES will be smoothed 
and the value g0 = 1.0 eV can be quite reasonable. 

Let us show now that the BCS cannot be used at g0 = 0.8 - 1.0 
eV. Following our calculations, G/Gcr is about l for g0 = 1.0 eV and 

considerably smaller than 1 for g0 = 0.8 e V. That means that the pairing 
is too weak for using the BCS. Indeed, at g0 = 0.8 - 1.0 eV, for the 
overwhelming majority of clusters we have Ecorr(BCS) = 0, i.e. the BCS 
does not provide any energy gain. At the same time, Ecorr(FBCS) is, on 
the average, 0.2-0.3 eV, i.e., only the FBCS can be used for consideration 
of such a small pairing. 

Our calculations show that the BCS becomes valid only at g0 2:: 1.4e V. 

But at such a strong pairing we have the drastic overestimation of the 
experimental OES. Moreover, the comparison of the pairing correlation 
energy with the deformation energy clearly demonstrates that the strong 
pairing (go = 1.4 eV) destroys the deformation for the most of the clusters 
(see Fig.2), which is in drastic contradiction with the gerierally accepted 
picture. Vice versa, the FBCS pairing correlations obtained at g0 = 
0.8- 1.0 eV do not destroy the deformation (except for the clusters where 
the deformation is very small). So, we again come to the conclusion that 
in sodium clusters only weak pairing is possible and, as a result, the use 
of the BCS is not correct. 

4 Conclusions 

For the first time, the IP in sodium clusters with 20 s N s 80 ~s investi
gated with both deformation and pairing effects to be taken into account 
simultaneously. The calculations have shown that only the weak pairing 
is appropriate (G = g0/N,g0 s 1.0 eV). Then, the competition between 
pairing and deformation effects is negligible and pairing does not change 

IO 

the equilibrium deformations. The BCS cannot be a.pp lied to such a small 

pairing. Only the particle-number projecting methods, like the FBSC, 
can be used. The strong pairing results in the drastic contradiction with 

the available ei:::perimental data: strong overestimation of the OES and 
almost total destruction of cluster's deformation. In general, including of 
pairing at g0 = 0.8 eV leads to quite a. satisfactory description of the IP. 
The calculations reproduce the regular behavior of the OES and result in 
removing the quartets. On the other hand, the pa.iring causes the DES 
even in the size regions where this effect. wa.'l not observed. 

The FBCS method used here for calculation of pairing in sodium clus
ters is of a quite general character and can be used for investigation of 
pairing in other metal clu'§'tcrs, like aluminum and etc .. 

Our results do not allow one to make final conclusions about the need 
for pairingfor the description of the OES in sodium dusters. Pa.iring in 

these clusters remains to he rather questionable. Most probably, that the 
OES in sodium dusters is mainly a consequence of spin and deformation 
effects. To clarify this point, the calculations in the framework of the 
electron spin-density functional approach are very urgent. Nevertheless, 
we suppose that the hypothesis on pairing in metal clusters cannot be 
cast aside and needs additional investigation. First of a.II, for meta.ls 
which arc superconductors in a bulk. For this aim, the calculations with 
state dependent. (not constant) pairing a.re very desirable. In principle, 
we cannot exclude the situation that this type of pairing will, result in 
a strong dependence of the OES magnitude on the size -region and thus 
lead to improvement of the IP description. Second, the temperature 
effects should be incorporated. The discovery of pairing in metal clusters 

would be a fundamental result with very important consequences for high 
temperature superconductivity and other fields of modern physics. 
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Ky3&MeHKO H.K. 11 ,11p. E4-94-525 
3cjxpeKThI cnap1rnaH11.11 B Harp11eBhIX KJiacrepax 

. . 
• • • • ' I • 

PaccMarp11Baerc.11 B03MO)KHOCTh 061,~cHe1111.11 11e11er110~11e;HhIX ¢JiyKTyal.\HH (Hq <I>) B note11-
I.\HaJie. HOHH3al.\HH (Ilfl) HaTpHeBhlX KJiaCTepOB C 20 :S N. :S 80 KaK IlpO.!!BJieHH.11 CnapHBaHH.11 
Me)K)ly BaJieHTHbIMH :meKTpOHaMH. BnepBbie H cnap11samie, H ,11ecpopMal.\H.!I KJiaCTepOB Y'IHTbIBa
lOTC.11 B pac11erax O)IHOBpeMe11110. B cpe,1111eM IlOJIY'leHO )IOCTaTO'IIIO HellJIOXOe on11ca1111e·n1t Tio
ica3aHO, 'ITO B HaTpHeBblX KJiaCTepax B03M0)!{110 TOJibKO CJia6oe cnap11Ba1111e. HcnOJih30BaHHe MeTO,lla 
Iiap,111111a-:--Kynepa-11Ipmpq,epa (EKIII) B ,11a11110M CJIY'lae 11enpaB0Mep110. Heo6xo;.i11Mo noJI&3o~ 
BaThC.11 MeTO)laMH npoeKTHPOBaHH.11 no 'IHCJIY 11aCT111.\. TioKa3aHO, 'ITO KOHKypeHI.\H.!l ,Me)K)ly cnapH
BaHHeM H ,11ecpopMal.\HOHHblMH :,cpq,eKTaMH MaJia H He npHBO)IHT K H3MeHeHMIO paBHOBeCHOH ,11eq,op~ 
Mal.\HH. Cnap11BaH11e 'BhI3&1mier. peryJI.11p11&1e OT1JeTJIHB&1e Hq<I> 11 pa3pyIIIaer raK Ha3&IBaeM&Ie 
KBaprer&1 ii TIH. ,!I.JI.11 o,111HX rpynn KJiaCTepoB :,ro np11so,1~T _K 3aMeTHOMY YJIYqIIIeirnro corJiacH.11 c 
:1Kcnep11Me11roM, )IJI.11,1pyrnx rpynn (B nepsyro 011epe,1&; TaM, me Hq<I> 11a 3KcnepwMeHie 11e '0611a-

. py)Ke110) __: K yxy,1IIIe111110 on11ca1111.11 TIH. B ~eJioM,' cyll.\ecrnosa1111e cnap11Ba1111.11 B Harp11eBhlX · 
KJiacrepax npe,11craBJI.!leTC.!1. )IOBOJibHO npo6JieMaTH'lllbIM; · 

Pa6ora BhlilOJIHeHa B Jla6opaiopHH reopern11eCKOH
0 

cpH,3HKH HM.H.H.IioroJII06osi OH51H. 
' . . . - •, ' 

•_. Tipenpm1r 06'l,e,111HeHH0ro ~11cr11ryra .11,1epH&UC: 11cCJie,1osaH11i1. JI.y6Ha, 1994 1 
' 

I 

Kuzmenko N.K. et al. . ,E4-94-525 
. Pairing Effects in Sodium C\usters 

The· pairing between valence electrons· is: considered as. a possible' origin of the' odd-even 
staggering (OES) in the ionization potentials (IP) of sodium dusters with 20 :S N :S 80. For the first 
time, both effects of pairing and· shape deformation are taken into ·account simultaneously. 
On the average, quite a reasonable description of the IP is achieved. It is shown that_in sodium dusters ' 
only a weak pairing can ·exist (if the pairing exists at all). In this case, it is not correct to use 
the Bardin-Cooper-Shriffer (BCS) method. Only tp.e particle-number projecting methods can be 
applied. H is shown that competition between pairing and ·defonnation effects is small and does not 
change the equilibrium deformations. Pairing leads to systematic and pronounced OES and destroys · 
the so-called quartets in the IP. This improves the agreement with experimental. data in some size 
regions. On the other hand, the pairing worsens the agreement in the size regions where the OES has 
not been observed at alL Finally, the existence of the pairing in sodium clusters seems to be very 
questionable. · · · 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Th_eoretical Physics, JINR 
,. •,.,. I ' 
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